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Abstract: Fast and simultaneous structural and chemical characterization of a minute single 

crystal can be realizedby means of an evacuated multi-purpose double-radius Gandolfi camera, 

equipped with analyzer crystals and attached to an anode exchangeable X-ray tube to measure 

bothfluorescence radiation of the sample subsequent toits X-ray powder-likepattern with an 

image plate detector. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Inexpensive and easy-to-use analytical in-house devices are always welcome. Some years ago we 

constructed a double-radius Gandolfi camera using an image plate (IP) [1]to detect the X-ray intensity 

diffracted from a minute single crystal of less than 5·10-5 mm3(~0.3 μg) [2][3]. Later we proposed the 

same double-radius camera to sample fluorescence radiation from a minute single crystalpiece [4]. The 

used quite simple principle of fluorescence radiation measurement for chemical characterization was 

first applied by Weberusing a half-circle camera (see appendix Fig.3) [5].However, a combined 

camera for both applications would prefer a full-radius construction that guarantees safer evacuation 

and is expected to be more widely used in practice.A multi-purpose device may be the best analytical 

solution for researchers or laymen having only a small budged. In the following the principle 

respectively construction will be reported in detail. 

 

II. PRINCIPLEANDCONSTRUCTION DETAILS 

 

An existing Gandolfi camera as depicted in the appendix (Fig.2) can serveas basic instrument.Its full-

circle geometry is used for the fluorescent radiation measurementtoo, in contrast to the half-circle 

camera construction of Weber[5],because the high sensitivity of the IPdetector surpasses the intensity 

losses by the longer beam paths by orders of magnitude. The higher X-ray absorption in air, in 

particular of the soft radiation of light elements, is minimized by the evacuation of the camera. Fig.1 

illustrates the (red-lined) beam deflection from two analyzer crystals LiF(420) and pentaerythritol 

(PET), respectively. The plane of the analyzer crystals was positioned half a camera radius Raway 

from the midpoint of the camera, which is the position of the sample piece.The deflected rays 

extended into the rear space of the camera (black lines) meet in the virtual origin O*. In this way, with 
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anIP detector circumference of C = 2πR = 720 mm, twice of the element selective deflection angle 

2ϑin mm is given by the arc over the circle chord. However, if one counts the diffraction angle 2ϑ’ 

from the origin O, one yields 2ϑ = 180-2ϑ’.The measurable angular range extends from about 2°, 

caused by the shadow of the small primary beam-trap tube, to 120° at the level of the analyzer 

crystals:2°< 2ϑ’< 120°. The accessible range in mm on the IP is 4mm < 2ϑ’(mm) < 240mm. 

The wavelength as a measure of the selected spectral energy is λ = 2dA·sinϑ, with the lattice spacing 

2dA of the analyzer crystal, or alternatively λ = 2dA·cosϑ’.The resolution is given by 

 

4·Δϑ’ = -4·Δλ·180/(π·2dA·sinϑ’).Eq.1 

 
 

Fig.1X-ray scattering geometry of the fluorescence unit. 

R = 114.59 mm, ϑ = Bragg angle. 

 

Table 1 shows some calculations to demonstrate the spectral resolution of the camera. For example, 

one getsaccording to Eq.1 for the Bi-Lα doublet with Δλ = 0.01146 (Å) quite a clear split of 4·Δϑ’= 

1.88 mm.  

In principle, foursymmetrically positioned analyzer crystals can be used to detect the spectral lines of 

both light and heavy elements from fluorine to uranium.  

The radius of curvature of the Debye-Scherrer like diffraction ring in the equatorial position yields 

re(ϑ) = 2R·sin(2ϑ)·tan(2ϑ). This curvature is the same as for the Guinier method with symmetrical ray 

deflection. One can project down the measured X-ray intensity of a selected ring section onto the 

equator using the given function re(ϑ) to enhance the intensity.  

Because the scattered intensity strikes the IP under an angle less the 90°, it is recommended to use a 

high-resolution IP with a thin active BaFBr:Eu fluorescence layer such as the Packard SR plate with 

600 dpi spatial resolution and 40 μm  pixel size [4].  

Intensive bremsstrahlung from an Au anode is useful to stimulate the spectral lines. However, this 

anode material is of course not advisable for the investigation of Au bearing minerals or alloys.    

During the powder pattern generation the analyzer crystals may be at rest in a horizontal position 

under the upper camera cover, and rotated in the required vertical position, when the fluorescence 

measurement starts. At the same time the sample holder stops at a rest position. 

If an external IP read-out device is used, it is convenient to generate both the powder diagram and the 

fluorescence one on the same plate, for instance by a small vertical shift of the plateholder, or by 

taking in each case only half-diagrams, protecting the unused half from exposureby a cylindrically 

shaped protective shield. However, if the system would be supplemented with an internal read-out 

scanner as applied in Huber diffraction systems [6],the reading can be done one pattern after the other. 
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Table 1.Spectral line position (2ϑ1 in mm) on the IPfor selected elements 

and recommended analyzer crystals, respectively. 

 

Analyzer Crystal LiF(420) PET Beryl RbAP 

2d(Å) 1.801 8.740 15.959 26.120 

Element Spectral line λ (Å) 2ϑ1 (mm) = 2·2ϑ1 (°) 

F 

Kα 

18.31    181.97 

Na 11.909   166.80  

Mg 8.8889   206.74  

S 5.373  208.27   

Ge 
Kα1 1.25401 183.48    

Kα2 1.25797 182.78    

Cu 
Kα1 1.5406 124.78    

Kα2 1.5443 123.86    

Mo 
Lα1 0.7093  207.15   

Lα2 0.7135  206.89   

Bi 
Lα1 1.14385 202.28    

Lα2 1.15531 200.39    

Au 
Lα1 1.27639 179.48    

Lα2 1.28777 177.42    

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

A cost-efficient multi-purpose double-radius X-ray camera for simultaneous measurement of non-

destructive single-crystal powder-like diffraction and fluorescence analysis for structural besides 

chemical characterization is constructed, extending an existingGandolfi camera. Its operation needs an 

anode exchangeable X-ray tube and an IP scanner that should be advantageously integrated into the 

camera.The mounting of different analyzer crystals allows the analysis of a large number of chemical 

elements between fluorine and uranium. This camera enriches our analytic equipment, whose 

centerpiece is a double-radius Guinier diffractometer with IP detector, equipped with self-

constructedfocusingGe single crystal monochromators for different radiation [7][8]. 

 

APPENDIX 

 
 

Fig.2 Double-radius Gandolfi camera using an IP detector [3]. 
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(a)View into the camera.(b) Sample holder unit with adjustment option. 

 
 

Fig.3Fluorescence half-circle camera with IP detector previously used by us[4]. 

(a)View into the vacuum double-radius half-circle camera (top cover removed), R = 114.59 mm.(b)Position 

of sample P and analyzer crystals K according to Weber [5]. In contrast to the full-circle camera the 

scattered X-rays (arrows) strike the IP detector optimally under 90°.  
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